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Abstract 
Central features of object-oriented programming are 
method inheritance and data abstraction attained 
through hierarchical organization of classes. Recent 
studies show that method inheritance can be nicely sup- 
ported by ML style type inference when extended t o  
labeled records. This is based on the fact that a func- 
tion that selects a field f of a record can be given a 
polymorphic type that  enables it t o  be applied to  any 
record which contains a field f .  Several type systems 
also provide data abstraction through abstract type dec- 
larations. However, these two features have not yet been 
properly integrated in a statically checked polymorphic 
type system. 
This paper proposes a static type system that 
achieves this integration in an ML-like polymorphic lan- 
guage by adding a class construct that allows the pro- 
grammer t o  build a hierarchy of classes connected by 
multiple inheritance declarations. Moreover, classes can 
be parameterized by types allowing "generic" defini- 
tions. The type correctness of class declarations is st at- 
ically checked by the type system. The type system also 
infers a principal scheme for any type correct program 
containing methods and objects defined in classes. 
1 Introduction 
Code sharing is a term that  implies the ability to  write 
one piece of code that  can be applied to  different kinds 
of data. What this means in practice depends on what 
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we mean by "kinds of data". In object-oriented lan- 
guages [GR83] each data  element (object) belongs to  
a unique member of a class hierarchy. The code that 
is applicable to  that object is not only the code that 
is defined in its own class but also the one defined in 
its super-classes. In contrast, languages such as Ada 
[IBH*79], CLU [LAB*81], ML [HMM86] and Miranda 
[Tur85] - to  name a few - provide a generic or poly- 
morphic type system that allows code t o  be refined by 
the instantiation of type variables. Moreover, in the 
polymorphic type system of ML and related languages, 
this refinement is automatically done by the type infer- 
ence mechanism. The type system infers both a most 
general polymorphic type of a function and an appropri- 
ate type instantiation needed for each function applica- 
tion. By this mechanism ML achieves much of the flex- 
ibility of dynamically typed languages in a static type 
system. A drawback to ML is that it does not combine 
data  abstraction with inheritance in the same sense that 
object-oriented languages do this. While ML provides 
data  abstraction through abstract data type declara- 
tions, it does not allow these t o  be organized into a 
class hierarchy. 
The purpose of this paper is t o  propose a static type 
system that supports both forms of code sharing by 
combining ML polymorphism and explicit class defi- 
nitions. In  our type system a programmer can de- 
fine a hierarchy of classes. A class can be parametric 
and can contain niultiple inheritance declarations. The 
type correctness of such a class definition (including the 
type consistency of all inherited methods) is statically 
checked by the type system. Moreover, apart from the 
type assertions needed in the definition of a class, the 
type system has a static type inference similar t o  that 
available in ML. To achieve this goal we exploit a form 
of type inference for labeled records and labeled disjoint 
unions originally suggested by Wand [Wan87]. Labeled 
records and labeled disjoint unions are the structures 
that  one naturally use t o  implement class hierarchy. For 
example, t o  implement a subclass in object-oriented lan- 
guages one usually adds instance variables to  t,hose of 
the parent class; but one can equally well think of this 
as adding fields t o  a record type that implements the 
parent class. We combine the type inference system for 
these structures with explicit type declarations that rep- 
resent classes. The main technical contribution of this 
paper is to  establish that  such a combination is possi- 
ble. We show that  the resulting type system is sound 
with respect t o  the underlying type system and that 
i t  has a type inference algorithm - the analogs of the 
results Damas and Milner proved for the language ML 
[DM82]. Based on these results a prototype program- 
ming language embodying the type system described in 
this paper (with the exception of parametric classes) has 
been implemented a t  University of Pennsylvania. The 
"core" of the language, i.e. the language without class 
construct, was described in [OBB89]. 
To give examples of the different ways code shar- 
ing is achieved in object-oriented and polymorphic lan- 
guages, we can define a class person with a method in- 
crement-age that increment a person's age by 1. We 
may define a subclass, employee, of person and expect 
that the same method, increment-age, can be applied to 
instances of the class employee. In ML one may define a 
polymorphic function reverse that reverses a list. This 
is a function of type list(t) -+ list(t) where t is a type 
variable. One may subsequently apply this function to, 
say, a list of integers, i.e. a value of type list(int). More- 
over ML is able t o  infer that list(t) -4 list(t) is the most 
general (polymorphic) type of reverse from a definition 
of reverse that contains no mention of types. 
Wand observed [Wan871 that the method inheritance 
can be supported in ML-like strongly typed language 
by extending ML's type inference mechanism to labeled 
records and labeled disjoint unions. In this paradigm, 
classes correspond to record types and inheritance is re- 
alized by the polymorphic types of functions on records. 
For example, if we represent the classes person and em- 
ployee by the record types [Name : string,Age : int] 
and [Name : string,Age : int ,Salary : int] then 
the requirement that the method increment-age de- 
fined on the class person should be inherited by em- 
ployee simply means that the type of the function in- 
crement-age should be a polymorphic type whose in- 
stances include not only the type [Name : string, Age : 
int] -+ [Name : string,Age : int] but also the type 
[Name : string, Age : int,  Salary : int] -+ [Name : 
string, Age : int ,  Salary : int]. 
Wand's system, however, does not share the ML's fea- 
ture of existence of principal typing scheme [Mi178], on 
which ML's type inference is based (see [OB88] for the 
analysis of this problem). Based on Wand's observa- 
tion, [OB88] extended the notion of a principal typing 
[Mi1781 to allow conditions on type variables. This ex- 
tension allows ML polymorphism to be extended t o  wide 
range of operations including labeled record and labeled 
variants. (See also [FM88, Sta88, CM88, JM88, Rem891 
for related studies.) For example, the function incre- 
ment-age can be implemented by the following code: 
f u n  increment-age(p) = modify(p, Age,p.Age + 1) 
where e.1 selects the 1 field from the record e, and 
modify(p, I, e) returns the new record that is same as p 
except that  its 1 field is changed t o  e. For this function, 
the following conditional type-scheme is inferred: 
[(t)Age : int] --+ [(t)Age : int] 
The notation [(t) ll : TI, . . . , I, : r,] represent a condi- 
tional type variable whose substitutions are restricted 
to  those B such that B(t) is a record type that contains 
the fields I; : B(T;), 1 5 i <_ n. Since both [Name : 
string, Age : int] and [Name : string, Age : int, Salary : 
int] satisfy the condition, [Name : string, Age : int] -+ 
[Name : string,Age : int] and [Name : string,Age : 
int ,Salary : int] -+ [Name : string,Age : int ,Salary : 
int] are both instances of the type of the above con- 
ditional type-scheme. This mechanism guarantees that 
the function increment-age can be safely applied not 
only to  person objects but also to employee objects. 
The type inference method suggested by this example 
can be a proper integration of method inheritance and 
static type system with ML polymorphism. This ap- 
proach also eliminates the problem of "loss of type infor- 
mation" associated with type systems based on the sub- 
type relation [Car841 - the problem observed by Cardelli 
and Wegner [CW85] but not completely eliminated (see 
[OB88] for an analysis of this problem). However this 
approach relies on the structure of record types of ob- 
jects: inheritance is derived from the polymorphic na- 
ture of field selection. We would like to  borrow from 
object-oriented languages the idea that the programmer 
can control the sharing of methods through an explicitly 
defined hierarchy of classes and that objects are manipu- 
lated only through methods defined in classes achieving 
data abstraction. 
Galileo [AC085] integrates inheritance and class hier- 
archy in a static type system by combining the subtype 
relation and abstract type declarations. Galileo, how- 
ever, does not integrate polymorphism nor type infer- 
ence. [JM88] suggests the possibility of using their type 
inference method to extend ML's abstract data types to 
support inheritance. Here we provide a formal proposal 
that  achieves the integration of ML style abstract data 
types and multiple inheritance by extending the type in- 
ference method presented in [OB88]. In particular, our 
proposal achieves a proper integration of multiple in- 
heritance in object-oriented programming and type pa- 
rameterization in ML style abstract data  types. The 
class declarations we describe can be regarded as a gen- 
eralization of ML's abstract data types, but there i s  no 
immediate connection with the notion of abstract types 
as existential types in [MP85]. 
As an example, the class person can be implemented 
by the following class definition: 
class person = [Name : string, Age : int] w i th  
f u n  make-~erson(n, a )  = [Name = n,  Age = a] 
: (string * int) -+ person; 
f u n  name(p) = p.Name : s u b  -, string; 
f u n  age(p) = p.Age : s u b  -+ int;  
f u n  increment-age(p) = modify(p,Age,p.Age + 1) 
: sub -+ sub ;  
e n d  
Outside of the definition, the actual structure of objects 
of the type person is hidden and can only be manipu- 
lated through the explicitly defined set of interface func- 
tions (methods). This is enforced by treating classes and 
the set of interface functions as if they were base types 
and primitive operations associated with them. 
As in Miranda's abstract data  types, we require the 
programmer t o  specify the type (type-scheme) of each 
method. The keyword sub in the type specifications 
of methods is a special type variable representing all 
possible subclasses of the class being defined. It is to  be 
regarded as an assertion by the programmer (which may 
later prove to  be inconsistent with a subclass definition) 
that a method can be applied to  values of any subclass. 
For example, we may define a subclass 
class employee = [Name : string, Age : int ,  Sal  : int] 
isa person 
f u n  make-employee(n, a )  = 
[Name = n ,  Age = a ,  Sa l  = 01 
: (string * int) -+ employee; 
f u n  add-sala y ( e ,  s)  = modify(e, Sal ,  e.Sal + s)  
: s u b  -+ int -+ sub ;  
f u n  salary(e) = e.Sal : s u b  -+ int 
end 
which inherits the methods name, age and incre- 
ment-age, but not make-person from the class person 
because there is no sub in the type specification of 
make-person. For reasons that will emerge later we 
have given the complete record type required to  imple- 
ment employee, not just the additional fields we need 
t o  add to the implementation of person. It is possi- 
ble that for simple record extensions such as these we 
could invent a syntactic shorthand that is more in line 
with object-oriented languages. Continuing in the same 
fashion we could define classes 
class student = 
[Name : string, Age : int ,  Grade : string] 
i sa  person w i t h  
class research-student = 
[Name : string, Age : int ,  Grade : string, Sa l  : int] 
i s a  {employee, student) w i t h  
e n d  
The second of these illustrates the use of multiple in- 
heritance. 
The type system we are proposing can statically check 
the type correctness of these class definitions containing 
multiple inheritance declarations. Moreover, the type 
system always infers a principal conditional type-scheme 
for expressions containing methods defined in classes. 
For example, for the following function 
f u n  raise-salary(p) = add-salary(p, salary(p)/lO) 
which raise the salary of an object approximately by 
lo%, the type system infers the following principal con- 
ditional type-scheme: 
(t < employee) -+ (t < employee) 
where (t < employee) is a conditional type variable rep- 
resenting arbitrary subclasses of employee. By this type 
inference mechanism, the type system achieves a proper 
integration of ML style polymorphism and inheritance. 
The above function can be applied to  objects of any 
subclass of employee. The type correctness of such ap- 
plications is statically checked. 
To demonstrate the use of type parameters, consider 
how a class for lists might be constructed. We start from 
a class which defines a "skeletal" structure for lists. 
class pre-list = ( rec  t .(Empty : unit, List : [Tail : t])) 
w i t h  
nil = (Empty = ()) : sub ;  
fun tl(x) = case x of 
(Empty = y) + . . . e r r o r . .  .; 
(List = z) 3 z.Tail; 
e n d  : sub -+ s u b  
f u n  null(x) = case 3: of 
(Empty = y) + true; 
(List = z) =+ false; 
end : sub -+ bool; 
end 
This example shows the use of recursive types (rec t .  r) 
and labeled variant types ((11 : 71, ... 1, : 7,)) with the 
associated case expression. By itself, the class pre-list is 
useless for it provides no method for constructing non- 
empty lists. We may nevertheless derive a useful sub- 
class from it. 
e n d  class list(a) = 
3 
( rec  t .  (Empty : unit,  List : [Head : a ,  Tail : t ] )  
isa pre-list 
w i th  
f u n  cons(h, t )  = (List = [Head = h ,  Tail = t]) 
: (a * sub)  -, sub;  
f u n  hd(x) =case x of 
(Empty = y) + . . . e r ro r . .  .; 
(List = z) + z.Head; 
end : s u b  + a ;  
end 
which is a class for polymorphic lists much as they ap- 
pear in ML. Separating the definition into two parts 
may seem pointless here but we may be able to  define 
other useful subclasses of pre-list. Moreover, since a 
may itself be a record type, we may be able to define 
further useful subclasses of list. This is something we 
shall demonstrate in section 6. The type correctness 
of these parametric class declarations is also statically 
checked by the type system and the type inference also 
extends to methods of generic classes. 
In the following sections we define a simple core lan- 
guage and describe type inference for this language. We 
then extend the core language with class declarations 
and show that the extended type system is correct with 
respect to the underlying type system and provide the 
necessary results to  show that there is a type inference 
algorithm. We omit proofs of some of the results. Their 
detailed proofs can be found in [Oho89b]. In a final 
section we consider the limitations and implementation 
aspects of our type system. The combination of mul- 
tiple inheritance with type parameters requires certain 
restrictions, and some care is needed to  make sure that 
the correctness and the existence of the type inference 
hold. Even if some other formulation of classes in a 
statically typed polymorphic language is preferable to 
the system proposed here, we believe that similar issues 
will arise. 
2 The Core Language 
The set of types (ranged over by r )  of the core language, 
i.e. the language without class definitions, is given by 
the following abstract syntax: 
where b stands for base types and (rec v. ~ ( v ) )  rep- 
resents recursive types. r(v) in ( rec  v. r(v)) is a 
type expression possibly containing the symbol v. In 
(rec v. ~ ( v ) ) ,  r(v) must be either record type, variant 
type or function type. The same restriction will apply 
to  similar notations defined below. Formally, the set of 
types is defined as the set of regular trees [Cou83] con- 
structed from base types and type constructors. The 
above syntax should be regarded as representations of 
regular trees. In particular ( rec  v. ~ ( v ) )  represents a 
regular tree that is a solution to  the equation v = r(v) .  
By the restriction of r(v), ( rec v .  r(u)) always denotes 
a regular tree. For convenience, we assume special 
set of labels #I , .  . . , #n, .  . . and treat a product type 
(TI * r 2  * . . . + rn) as a shorthand for the record type 
[ # l : r l ,  ...,# n : r n ] .  
The set of raw terms (un-checked untyped terms, 
ranged over by e) is given by the following syntax: 
e ::= c7 1 x ( f n  (x, ... ,x) + e I e(e) ( 
[I = e ,..., 1 = e] 1 e.l I modify(e,l ,e) 1 (I = e) I 
case e of (1 = x) + e ;  . ; (1 = x) j e end  
where cT stands for constants of type r, x stands for a 
given set of variables and ( I  = e) stands for injections 
to  variants. Recursion is represented by a fixed point 
combinator, which is definable in the core language. For 
example, the following definition of Y can be used to 
define recursive function under the usual "call-by-value" 
evaluation: 
A recursive function definition of the form f u n  f (x) = e 
where f appears in the body e  is regarded as a short- 
hand for f = Y(fn f + f n  x + e). ML's let-expression 
is compatible to  the type system we will develop in this 
paper and can be easily added t o  our language. In- 
terested readers are referred to  [Oho89a] for a formal 
treatment of let-expression and ML polymorphism. 
A raw term is associated with types. We call such 
associations typings. A type assignment A is a function 
from a subset of variables to  types. For a given type 
assignment A,  we write A{xl : v l , .  . . , x : v,) for the 
type assignment A' such that dom(A1) = dom(A) U 
{XI , .  . . , xn), A'(x) = A(x) for all x # {XI , .  . . ,xn) ,  
and A(xi) = vi ,  1 5 i 5 n.  A typing is then defined 
as a formula of the form A b e : r that is derivable 
in the inference system shown in Figure 1. We write 
I- A b e : T if A D e : r is derivable. 
A raw term in general has infinitely many typings. 
One important feature of ML family of languages is the 
existence of a type inference algorithm, which is based 
on the existence of a principal typing scheme for any ty- 
pable raw term. The set of type-scheme (ranged over by 
p) is the set of regular trees represented by the following 
syntax: 
where t stands for type variables. A subst,itut,ion 
0 is a function from type variables to t,ype-schemes 
d b e l  : TI, . . . ,  d b e 2  : rn (RECORD) d b [11 = e l , .  . . ,In : en] : [ll : TI, .  . . , 1, : ~ n ]  
d b e : r  (SELECT) if r is a record type containing 1 : r' A b e.1 : r' 
A  el : r A b e 2  : 7' (MODIFY) if r is a record type containing 1 : r' A b modify(el,  1,e2) : r 
if r' is a variant type containing 1 : r 
A b e : (11 : 71,. . . , In : T,), A{x1 : r1) b e l  : r, . .. , A{xn : r,) b en : r (CASE) A b case e of (11 = xl )  e l  I . . . I  (1, = x,) =+ en end : r 
A b e l : r l - + r 2  A b e 2 : r l  (APP) A b el(e2) : 72 
Figure 1: Type Inference System for the Core Language 
such that 0(t) # t for only finitely many t.  We 
write [pl/t l , .  . . , p,/tn] for the substitution 0 such that 
{tle(t) # t )  = i t l , .  . . , t n )  and O(ti) = p i ,  1 < i < n. 
A substitution uniquely extends to  type-schemes (and 
other syntactic structures containing type-schemes). 
For finite types, this is the unique homomorphic ex- 
tension of 0. For general regular trees, see [Cou83] for 
a technical definition. A substitution 0 is ground for p 
if 0(p) is a type. A type assignment scheme F is a func- 
tion form a finite subset of variables to  type-schemes. A 
typing scheme is then defined as a formula of the form 
r b e : p such that all its ground instances are typ- 
ings. A typing scheme I' b e : p is principal if for any 
typing A b e : 7, (A /dom(r), r) is a ground instance 
of (C,p),  where f r X  is the function restriction of f to  
X .  A principal typing scheme can be also character- 
ized syntactically as a most general typing scheme with 
respect to  an ordering induced by substitutions. 
For ML it is shown that [Mi178, DM821 for any typable 
raw term, there is a principal typing scheme. More- 
over, there is an algorithm to  compute a principal typ- 
ing scheme for any typable raw terms. For example, ML 
type inference algorithm computes the following princi- 
pal typing scheme for the function id = fil(x) + x: 
The set of all typings of id is correctly represented by the 
set of all ground instances of the above typing scheme 
(with possible weakening of type assignments). By this 
mechanism, ML achieves the static type-checking and 
polymorphism (when combined with the binding mech- 
anism of let).  In the above example, the function id 
can be safely used as a function of any type of the form 
r + T .  
In our core language, however, a typable raw term 
does not necessarily has a principal typing scheme be- 
cause of the conditions associated with the rules (SE- 
LECT), (MODIFY) and (VARIANT). In [OB88] we have 
solved this problem by extending type-schemes to  in- 
clude conditions on substitutions of type variables. The 
set of conditional type-schemes (ranged over by T )  is the 
set of regular trees represented by the following syntax: 
T ::= t 1 [(t)l : T,  . . . , I  : T ]  I ((t)l : T , .  . . , I  : T)  ( b 1 
[ I : T  , . . . ,  I : T ]  ( ( 1 : T  , . . . ,  1 : T )  ) T - + T ]  
(rec v. T(v)) 
[(t)l : T , .  . . , I  : TI and ((t)l : T , .  . . , I  : T) are condi- 
tional type variables. Intuitively, [(t)ll : TI,. . . ,In : Tn] 
and ((t)ll : TI,. . . ,I, : T,) respectively represent record 
types and variant types that contain the set of fields 
ll : TI , .  . . ,In : Tn. This intuition is made precise by 
the notion of admissible instances. For a conditional 
type-scheme T ,  the condition erasure of T, denoted 
by erase(T), is the type scheme obtained form T by 
"erasing" all conditions from conditional type variables, 
i.e. by replacing all conditional type variables of the 
form [(t) . . .] and ((t') . . .) respectively by t and t'. The 
substitution is extended to conditional type-scheme as 
8(T) = B(erase(T)). A ground substitution 0 for [(t)El : 
T I , .  . . , In  : T,] is admissible for [(t)ll : T I , .  . . ,In : T,] if 
B(t) is a record type containing 11 :  TI), . . . ,In : O(Tn). 
Similarly for ((t)ll : TI, . . . , I, : T,). A ground substi- 
tution is admissible for a conditional type-scheme T if 
i t  is admissible for all conditional types in T .  A type r 
is an admissible instance of T if there is an a,dmissible 
ground substitution 0 for T such that  r = 0(T). A con- 
ditional type-scheme denotes the set of all its admissible 
instances. For example, the conditional type-scheme of arity 0 correspond to  a constant class. The set of 
types is extended by class constructors: 
[(t)Age : int] -+ [(t)Age : int] 
denotes the set of all types of functions on records con- 
taining Age : int field that return a record of the same 
type, 
By using conditional type-schemes, Damas and Mil- 
ner's result for ML can be extended to our language. A 
conditional type assignment scheme C is a function form 
a finite subset of variables t o  conditional type-schemes. 
A conditional typing scheme is a formula of the form 
C b e : T such that  all its admissible instances are typ- 
ings. We write t- C b e : T if it is a conditional typing 
scheme. A conditional typing scheme I- C b e : T is 
principal if for any typing i- A b e  : 7, A ~ ~ " " ( ' )  b e  : r 
is an admissible instance of C b e : 7. As in ML a prin- 
cipal conditional typing scheme of e represents the set 
of all typings for e. 
In [OB88] the following property is show for a lan- 
guage containing labeled records and a number of struc- 
tures and operations for databases: 
Theorem 1 For any raw term e, if e has a typing then 
it has a principal conditional typing scheme. Moreover, 
there is an algorithm which, given any raw term, com- 
putes its principal conditional typing scheme if one ex- 
ists otherwise reports failure. 1 
This result can be easily adapted t o  our language. The 
following is an examples of a principal conditional typ- 
ing scheme: 
0 bfn x + modify(x,Age, age + 1) 
: [(t)Age : int] + [(t)Age : int] 
This property guarantees that we can statically check 
the type correctness of any given raw term. For exam- 
ple, the above function can be applied t o  any record 
type containing Age : int  field yielding a record of the 
same type. 
3 Formulation of Classes 
In this section, we first present a proof system for class 
declarations as an extension of the core language. We 
then shows the soundness of the proof system with re- 
spect t o  the core language and develop a type inference 
algorithm for the extended language. 
3.1 Proof System for Classes 
We assume that there is a given ranked alphabet of 
class constructors names (ranged over by c) and a set of 
method names (ranged over by m). A class constructor 
r ::= b l  [ l : ~ ,  ..., [ : T I  I ( l : r ,  . . . ,  1 : r )  1 
7 + r 1 ~ ( 7 , .  . , r )  I ( rec  v .  r(v)) 
The set of raw terms is extended by method names: 
e ::= m I c7 I . . .  
In order to  allow parametric class declarations, we 
extend the set of type-schemes with class constructors: 
p ::= t 1 b l  [ l : p  ,..., l : p ]  1 (1 :p  , . . . ,  1 : p )  1 
P +  P Ic(p1.. . , P) I (rec v.p(v)) 
In particular, we call type-schemes of the form 
c(pl, . . . , p,) class-schemes. We write c(?) and c(p) for 
c(tl ,  . . . , tb) and c(pl, . . . ,pk)  where k is the arity of c. 
A class definition D has the following syntax: 
class c(7 ) = p i sa  {cl (z), . . . , c, (z)) wi th  
ml = el:  MI;  
m, = en: M,; 
end 
c(? ) is the class-scheme being defined by this defini- 
tion. 7 in c(?) are type parameters, which must contain 
the set of all type variables that appear in the body 
of the definition. p is the implementation type-scheme 
of the class c(z), which must not be a type variable. 
{ c l ( K ) ,  . . . , c , ( z ) )  is the set of immediate super-class 
schemes from which c(q directly inherits methods. We 
will show below that  the subclass relationship is ob- 
tained from this immediate i sa  relation by taking the 
closure of transitivity and instantiation. Note that class 
definitions allow both multiple inheritance and type pa- 
rameterization. If the set of super classes is empty then 
isa declaration is omitted. If the set is a singleton set 
then we omit the braces { and ). Each mi is the name 
of method implemented by the code ed . Mi is a method 
type specifying the type of mi, whose syntax is given 
below: 
M ::= s u b  1 t ( b 1 [1: M,  ..., I :  M]  I 
( 1 : M  ,..., 1 : M )  1 M + M  l c ( M  ,..., M )  
s u b  is a distinguished type variable ranging over all sub- 
classes of the class being defined. Note that we restrict 
method types t o  be finite types. This is necessary to  
ensure the decidability of type-checking of class defini- 
tions. 
A class context (or simply context) V is a finite se- 
quence of class definitions: 
Class declarations are forms of bindings for which we 
need some mechanism to resolve naming conflict, such 
as visibility rules and explicit name qualifications. Here 
we ignore this complication and assume that method 
names and class constructor names are unique in a given 
context. Like a typing scheme, a class definition con- 
taining type variables intuitively represents the set of 
all its instances. The scope of type variables is the class 
definition in which they appear. 
The special type variable s u b  that  appears in a 
method type specifications denotes the set of all pos- 
sible subclasses that the programmer will declare later. 
This can be regarded as a form of bounded quantification 
proposed by Cardelli and Wegner [CW85]. The method 
type M containing s u b  corresponds t o  Vsub < c(z). M 
where c(?) is the class being defined. The relation < 
is the subclass relation under a context V,  denoted by 
D t c l ( z )  < c2(75), which is defined as the smallest 
relation on class schemes containing: 
1. 2) k c(% ) < c(% ) if 2, contains a class definition of 
the form class c(?) = p . . . end ,  
2. D I- c l ( q  < c 2 ( z )  if D contains a class definition 
of the form 
class cl(tl) = p isa {. . . , c 2 ( z ) ,  . . .) w i t h  . . . e n d ,  
3. D t c l ( Z )  < cz(K) if V -- I- c l ( Z )  < cZ(z)  and 
(K, z) is an instance of (pi ,  pi), 
4. ci ( Z )  < C Z ( ~ )  if D k C ~ ( Z )  < c3(P3) and 
V I- ~3(P3) < cz (E) for some c3(P3). 
Note that since the substitution relation is decidable, 
this result implies that the subclass relation is decidable. 
The extended type system has the following forms of 
judgements: 
t V 2) is a well typed class definition, 
t V ,  A b e : T the typing V ,  A b e : T is derivable. 
The proof systems for those two forms of judgements 
are defined simultaneously. 
Let D be a class definition of the form class c(?) = 
p, .. . end .  D induces the tree substitution dD on type- 
schemes. For finite type-schemes, 4D(p) is defined by 
induction on the structure of p as follows: 
type constructor f s.t. f # c 
40 (c(F)) = P , [ ~ D  (P)/q 
where [dD(7)/q denotes b l / t l ,  . . . , pL/tk] (with k the 
arity of c). Since p, is not a type variable, 4D is a 
non-erasing second-order substitution on trees [Cou83], 
which extends uniquely t o  regular trees. See [Cou83] 
for the technical details. Since regular trees are closed 
under second-order substitution [Cou83], 4 ~ ( p )  is a well 
defined type-scheme. 
The rule for I- V is defined by induction on the length 
of 2): 
The combination of multiple inheritance and type pa- l. The empty context is a well typed context, i.e. t- 0. 
rameterization requires certain condition on isa  decla- 
rations. A context D is coherent if V I- c l ( K )  < c 2 ( z )  2. Suppose I- V. Let D be the following class defini- 
and V k cl(;Ci-i. ) < cz(Z)  then = 2. We require tion: 
a context to  be coherent. This condition is necessary 
to  develop a type inference algorithm. The following class c(?) = p i sa  { c l ( z ) ,  . . . , c,(=)) 
property is easily shown. w i t h  
L e m m a  1 For a given context V,  it is decidable 
whether V is coherent or  nor. I 
We say that a subclass relation D t- cl(jSTL< - c 2 ( z )  is 
more general than V t c l ( z )  < c2(Z)  if (p:, p i )  is an 
instance of ( z , E ) .  A subclass relation V I- cl(pl) < 
c z ( z )  is principal if it is more general than all provable 
subclass relation between cl and cz. 
Under the coherent condition, the subclass relation 
has the following property: 
L e m m a  2 For any coherent context V and any method 
names cl ,  cz, if 2) I- c l ( Z )  < cz(p2) then there is a prin- 
cipal subclass relation V t cl(i-;) < C Z ( ~ ) .  Moreover, 
there is an algorithm which, given a coherent contezt 
V and a pair c l ,  CZ,  returns either ( 7 , ~ )  or  failure such 
that if it retuns (%, 7 )  then D I- cl(?) < c2(7) is a princi- 
pal subclass relation between cl,  cz otherwise there is no 
subclass relation between cl and cz. I 
m, = en : M, 
end .  
Then t V; D if the following conditions hold: 
(a) it is coherent, 
(b) if a class name c' appear in some of 
p, pel , .  . . , pc, then V contains a definition of 
the form class cl(t') . . . end, 
(c) I- D l  0 b ei : r for any ground instance r of 
4~ (Mi b/sub]) ,  
(d) for any method m = em : M, defined in 
some declaration of class c'(F) in V such that 
2); D t c(7) < c1(7), t- D l  0 - -  b em : r for any 
ground instance r' of Mm P/tr, p/suh]. 
We have already discussed the necessity of the condi- 
tion (a). The necessity of the condition (b) is obvious. 
The condition (c) states that each method defined in 
the definition of the class c(7) is type consistent with 
its own implementation. Note that since Mi is finite, 
4D(Mi[p/sub]) is effectively computable by the induc- 
tive definition of dD.  The condition (d) ensures that 
all methods of all super-types that are already defined 
in V are also applicable to the class c(S). This is done 
by checking the type consistency of each method em de- 
fined in a super class against the type-scheme obtained 
from Mm by instantiating its type variables with type- 
schemes specified in isa declaration in the definition of 
the class c(?) and replacing the variable s u b  with the 
implementation type p of the class c( i) .  
The proof rules for typings is given by extending the 
proof rules for typings of the core language by the fol- 
lowing rule: 
(METHOD) I- V , A  b m : r 
if t V and there is a method m = e : M of 
a class c ( t )  in V such that r is an instance of 
M$/?, cl(F)/sub] for some V t c1(T) < ~ ( 7 ) .  
The well definedness of these two mutually dependent 
definition is shown by the induction on the length of V.  
Since we have shown (lemma 1, 2 and the computability 
of dD(Mi[p/sub])) the decidability of all conditions for 
t V except for the typing judgements t V , A  b e : 7, 
the decidability of the both form of judgements follows 
form the decidability of the typing judgements, which 
will be established by the type inference algorithm we 
will develop in section 5. 
4 Soundness of the Type System 
We show the correctness of the type system for the ex- 
tended language with respect to the type system of the 
core language. 
Let V be a given context and T be a type. The expo- 
sure of T under V,  denoted by exposeD(r), is the type 
given by the following inductive definition on the length 
of v: 
1. if V = 0 then exposeV(r) = T, 
2. if V = 2)'; D then exposev(r) = e~pose,,(q5~(r)). 
Intuitively, exposeV(r) is the type obtained from r by 
recursively replacing all its classes by their implementa- 
tion types. We extend exposel, t o  syntactic structures 
containing type-schemes. 
The unfold of a raw term e under a context V ,  de- 
noted by unfldv(e), is the raw term given by the follow- 
ing inductive definition on the length of V: 
mn = e n  : Mn 
end ,  
then unfEdv(e) = unfEdvl(e[el/m~, . .. , en/mn])- 
unfldz,(e) is the raw term obtained from e by recursively 
replacing all method names defined in V with their im- 
plementations. 
Theorem 2 If t V , A  b e : T then I- exposev(A) b 
unfld,(e) : exposev(r). 
Proof (Sketch) The proof is by induction on the length 
of V. The basis is trivial. The induction step is by 
induction on the structure of e. Cases other than e = m 
follow directly from the properties of expose and unfld. 
Case for e = m is proved by the typing rule (METHOD) 
and the definitions of expose,unfld. 
This theorem establishes the correctness of the type sys- 
tem with respect to the type system of the core lan- 
guage. In particular, since the type system of the core 
language prevents all run-time type errors, a type cor- 
rect program in the extended language cannot produce 
run-time type error. 
The converse of this theorem, of course, does not 
hold, but we would not expect it to hold, for one of 
the advantages of data abstraction is that it allows us 
to distinguish two methods that may have the same 
implementation. As an example, suppose V contains 
definitions for the classes car and person whose imple- 
mentation types coincide and person has a method mi- 
nor which determines whether a person is older than 
21 or not. By the coincidence of the implementations, 
t fl b expose(minor(c)) : bool for any car object c. But 
t V , A b minor(c) : bool is not provable unless we de- 
clare (by a sequences of isa declarations) that car is a 
subtype of person. This prevents illegal use of a method 
via a coincidence of the implementation schemes. 
5 Type Inference for the Ex- 
tended Language 
We next show that there is a static type inference alg* 
rithm for the extended language. The set of conditional 
type-schemes is extended with classes and new condi- 
tional type variables: 
1. if V = 0 then unfEdv(e) = e: T : : = ( t  < { T  ,..., T)) ( c ( T  ,..., T )  I . . .  
where (t < {T, . . . , T}) stands for new form of condi- 
tional type variables, called bounded type variables. In- 
tuitively, (t < {TI, .  . . , T,}) represens the set of all in- 
stances B(t) that are subtypes of %(TI), .. . , B(T,) under 
a given context V .  This intuition is made precise by ex- 
tending the notion of condition erasure erase(T), substi- 
tution instances B(T) and the admissibility of substitu- 
tions. The condition erasure erase(T) of T is extended 
to include bounded type variables, i.e. erase(T) also 
erase the subclass conditions from (t < {TI, . . . , T,}). 
The definition of instances is the same as before. The 
admissibility of substitution is now defined relative to 
a context V.  A ground substitution 6 is admissible for 
(t < {TI, . . . , T,)) under a context V if V I- B(t) < %(Ti) 
for all 1 < i < n. The rules for other forms of condi- 
tional type variables are the same as before. A ground 
substitution is admissible for a conditional type T under 
a context 2) if it is admissible for all conditional types 
in T under 2). A type T is an admissible instance of T 
under V if there is a admissible ground substitution B 
for T under 2) such that T = B(T). A conditional type- 
scheme denotes the set of all its admissible instances 
under a given context. We write t V ,  C b e : T for 
C b e : T is a conditional typing scheme under the 
context V .  
The relationship between the provability of condi- 
tional typing schemes and typings is similar to  the one 
in the core language except it is now defined relative to  
a given context 2). t V ,  C b e : T if for any admissible 
i n s t a n c e d b e  : r o f C b e  : T u n d e r V , t V , d b e  : r. 
The definition for principal conditional typing schemes 
is also the same. We then have the following theorem 
which is an extension of theorem 1: 
T h e o r e m  3 For any raw term e, and any well typed 
context V ife has a typing under 2) then it has a princi- 
pal conditional typing scheme under 2). Moreover, there 
is an algorithm which, given any raw term and any well 
typed context V,  computes its principal conditional typ- 
ing scheme under 2) if one exists otherwise reports fail- 
ure. 
P r o o f  (sketch) This is proved by using the similar tech- 
nique we used in [OB88]. The algorithm t o  compute a 
principal conditional typing scheme is defined in two 
steps. It first constructs a typing scheme and a set of 
conditions of the forms T < T' (representing bound 
condition), [(l : T )  E T'] (representing field inclusion 
relation on record types) and ((I : T) E T') (represent- 
ing field inclusion relation on variant types). The algo- 
rithm then reduce the set of conditions to  conditional 
type-schemes. For a condition of the from T < T', the 
reduction is done by producing a most general substi- 
tution B such that 2) I- B(T) < %(TI). This is possible 
because of the property shown in lemma 1. The re- 
duction of conditions of the forms [(I : T )  € TI] and 
( ( I  : T)  E T) is done by producing a substitution 6 and 
a set of conditional types of the form [(t)l : T, . . .] and 
( 1  : T, . . . I 
6 Further Examples 
In section 1, we defined the classes person and em- 
ployee. The sequence of the two definitions is indeed a 
type correct class context in our type system. Figure 2 
shows an interactive session involving these class defi- 
nition in our prototype implementation, whose syntax 
mostly follows that of ML. -> is input prompt followed 
by user input. >> is output prefix followed by the sys- 
tem output. ('a < person) and ('a < employee) are 
bounded type variables. As seen in the example, the 
system displays the set of all inherited method for each 
type correct class definition. 
Let us look briefly at some further examples of how 
type parameterization can interact with inheritance. At 
the end of section 1 we defined a polymorphic list class 
list(a). We could immediately use this by implicit in- 
stantiation of a .  For example, the function 
f u n  sum(1) =if null(1) then 0 
else hd(1) + sum(tl(1)) 
will be given the type list(int) -+ int ,  as would happen 
in ML. However we can instantiate the type variable a 
in other ways. For example, we could construct a class 
class genintlist(b) = 
(rec t .  (Empty : unit, 
List : [Head : [Ival : int ,  Cont : b], 
Tai l  : t])) 
isa list([Ival : int,  Cont : b]) 
with 
end 
which could be used, say, as the implementation type for 
a "bag" of values of type b. In this case all the methods 
of pre-list and list are inherited. However, we might also 
attempt t o  create a subclass of list with the following 
declaration in which we directly extend the record type 
of the List variant of the implementation: 
class genintlist(b) = 
(rec t .  (Empty : unit, 
List : [Head : int ,  Cont : b, Tai l  : t])) 
i s a  list(int) 
with 
end 
In this class, all the methods of pre-list could be inher- 
ited but the method cons of list(a) cannot be inherited 
because the implementation type of genintlist(b) is in- 
compatible with any of the possible types of cons. In 
this case, the type checker reports an error. 
-> class person = [lame : string. Age : int] 
with 7 Limitations and Implementa- 
end ; t ion 
>> class person with 
make-person : (string*int) -> person 
name : ('a < person) -> string 
age : ('a < person) -> int 
increment -age 
: ('a < person) -> ('a < person) 




>> class employee isa person with 
make-employee : (string*int) -> employee 
add-salary : (employee*int) -> employee 
salary : ('a < employee) -> int 
inherited methods: 
name : ('a < person) -> string 
age : ('a < person) -> int 
increment a g e  
: ('a < person) -> ('a < person) 
-> val joe = make-person("Joe" ,21) ; 
>> val joe = - : person 
-> val helen = make-employee("Helen",31) 
>> val helen = - : employee 
-> agecjoe); 
>> 21 : int 
-> val helen = increment-age(he1en) ; 
>> val helen = - : employee 
-> age(he1en); 
>> 32 : int 
-> fun wealthy e = salary(e) > 100000; 
>> val wealth = fn : ('a < employee) -> boo1 
Figure 2: A Simple Interactive Session with Classes 
First, we should point out that the language we have 
proposed differs in some fundamental ways from object- 
oriented languages in the Smalltalk tradition. A static 
type system does not fit well with late binding - a feature 
of many object-oriented languages. One reason to have 
late binding seems to implement overriding of methods. 
I t  is possible that some form of overloading could be 
added to the language to  support this. 
Another limitation is the restriction we imposed on 
inheritance declarations in connection to  type parame- 
ters. We required that if a class c(t1,. . . , t,) is a subtype 
of both cl(r l , .  . . ,T,) and ci(ri , .  . . ,T;) then rj = rj for 
all 1 5 i < n. This is necessary t o  preserve the existence 
of principal conditional typing schemes for all typable 
raw terms. This disallows certain type consistent dec- 
larations such as: 
class Cl(t)  = T w i t h  
fun m(x) = m(x) : sub + t 
end 
class Cz = r1 isa {Cl(int), Cl(bool)) with 
c = e : C z  
end 
which is type consistent in any implementation types 
T, f but creates a problem that terms like m(c) do not 
have a principal conditional typing scheme. However, 
we believe that the condition is satisfied by virtually all 
natural declarations. Note that in the above example 
the result type of the method m is the free type vari- 
able t without any dependency of its domain type sub, 
which reflects the property that the method m does not 
terminates on any input. The authors could not con- 
struct any natural example that is type consistent but 
does not satisfy this coherence condition. 
From a practical perspective, checking the type- 
correctness of a class definition with isa  declaration 
requires the consistency checking of all methods of all 
super-types already defined. A naive way to  do this 
would involve recursively unfolding definitions of types 
and method and then type-checking for the result,ing 
raw term in the type system of the core language, which 
will be prohibitively expensive when the class hierarchy 
become large. This problem is avoided using the exis- 
tence of a principal conditional typing scheme for any 
typable raw term in the extended language. At the time 
of a definition of each method, we can save its princi- 
pal conditional typing scheme. The type correctness of 
the method against a newly defined subtype can then 
be checked by checking whether the required method 
type is an instance of its principal conditional type or 
not. This eliminates repeated type-checking of method 
bodies but still requires checking whether the required 
method type is an instance of its principal conditional 
type or not against the set of all inherited methods. 
This can be also avoided. The set of all possible imple- 
mentation types of subclass of a class can be represented 
by a single principal conditional type. As an example, 
consider the example of person we defied in the intro- 
duction. The most general conditional type of the type 
variable sub in the definition of person can be computed 
as [(t) Name : string,Age : int]. Using this property, 
the type correctness of a subclass declaration can be 
checked by checking that  the implementation type is 
an instance of [(t) Name : string,Age : int] without 
checking the consistencies of each method. While the 
number of inherited methods might become very large, 
we expect that the number of super-types is relatively 
small even in development of a large system and there- 
fore that this strategy yields an efficient implementation 
of a static type-checking of large class hierarchy. 
8 Conclusion 
We have presented a type inference system for classes 
that supports inheritance and parametricity in a stati- 
cally typed language similar t o  ML. Some further syn- 
tactic sugaring may be appropriate, and we need to 
investigate scoping rules and overloading to bring our 
system into line with conventional object-oriented lan- 
guages. I t  is also possible that there may be some inte- 
gration between what we have proposed and the system 
of modules for Standard ML proposed by David Mac- 
Queen [Mac86]. 
Another interesting question is a semantics of class 
definitions. A definition of a class determines a sub- 
set of types that are compatible with the set of meth- 
ods (i.e. the set of raw lambda terms that  implement 
the methods). This suggests that a class definition 
could be regarded as a form of existential type 3 sub  : 
K. (MI x . . . x Mn) where IiT denotes the subset of 
types that are compatible to  the set of methods and 
M I , .  . . , Mn are the types of the methods defined in the 
class definition. This is a form of bounded existential 
types introduced in [CW85] but differs from theirs in 
that the kind IiT reflects directly the implementations 
of methods. Semantics of such types should explain not 
only the functionality of the set of methods (as is done in 
[MP85]) but also the structure of a kind K determined 
by a set of raw lambda terms. 
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